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Abstract— Most of the canvasser aforesaid that threshold 

voltage is method dependant for long channel devices with 

reference to the various parameters like channel length, 

Channel breadth, drain voltage VDD, and gate-source 

voltage. During this paper we tend to chiefly specialise in 

the Sleep junction transistor breadth. During this Paper, we 

tend to chiefly gift behaviour of a multi provide voltage 

interface circuit with reference to variation wide of the sleep 

junction transistor. Most of the researchers square measure 

engaged on the traditional level shifter type-I .we chiefly 

work on the traditional level shifter Type-II. Level shifter 

use for effective interfacing between voltage domains 

provided by totally different voltage level. We tend to use 

Cadence Virtuoso Spectre machine with gpdk180nm 

technology and doing DC and transient analysis beside 

temporal arrangement and power analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An important worth that characterizes the MOSFET 

transistors is that the worth of threshold voltage. In step with 

the MOSFET sort of threshold voltage will take positive and 

negative value. This worth is controlled throughout the 

manufacture method of MOSFET transistors. The value of 

the gate-to-source voltage VGS needed to create (induced) 

the conducting channel (to cause surface inversion) is called 

the threshold voltage and denoted with Vthor Vt [2, 3]. The 

value of the threshold voltage is dependent relative from 

some physical parameters which distinguish the MOSFET 

structure such as Channel length, Channel width, drain 

voltage VDD and gate-source voltage (Vgs) [2, 3]. 

In CMOS circuits, the dynamic power is directly 

proportional to Square supply voltage. Higher the supply 

voltage, the more is power utilization. Thus, the dynamic 

power utilization can be reduced by reducing the supply 

voltages, without other circuitry. However, once an 

occasional voltage circuit drives a high voltage circuit, the 

PMOS of the high voltage gate might not put off utterly by 

the low voltage “high logic” input [6, 7]. The need of level 

shifter arises here. The level-up shifters are used where low 

voltage gates drive high voltage gates. In gift devices, a lot 

of circuits may be designed on one chip.  However, the main 

concern is expounded to the actual fact that totally gates will 

use different voltage levels. The output from a low voltage 

gate can be connected to the input of a high voltage gate. 

Here the extent shifter circuits got to be the foremost part of 

the CMOS devices [6]. In multi-voltage Voltage devices 

multiple blocks work on completely different voltages [7]. 

Therefore, level shifters are necessary when signal passes 

from one block to an additional block. In this Paper, we tend 

to mainly contribution behaviour of a multi provide voltage 

interface circuit with relation to variation broad of the sleep 

junction transistor. Optimization of level shifter for low 

power can lead to overall power reduction of the chip to 

greater extend. 

II. MULTI SUPPLY VOLTAGE ISSUES 

In multi-voltage Voltage devices multiple blocks work on 

different voltages. Therefore, level shifters are essential 

when signal passes from one block to an additional block. In 

this Paper, we mainly present behaviour of a multi supply 

voltage interface circuit with respect to variation in width of 

the sleep transistor. Optimization of level shifter for low 

power can lead to overall power reduction of the chip to 

greater extend [1]. A level shifter acts as an interface circuit 

between low and high Voltage Island to shift signal from 

LOW voltage level to HIGH voltage level and vice versa as 

shown in figure 1. Many level shifter circuits have been 

proposed in the literature [7]for MSV architecture chips. But 

the concept of using dual-VDD level shifter can be used to 

reduce the power consumption of the circuit on whole to 

large extent. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of multi-Vdd with level shifter 

III. CONVENTIONAL LEVEL SHIFTER TYPE-II 

In this kind of typical barrel shifter PM1 and PM2 and sleep 

management for semiconductor devices are high voltages 

transistor which means they're skinny gate oxide-transistors. 

And Vdd is 1.65v, Vdd is 3.6V operational at 100MHz 

alongside load 0.01µf. NMOS sleep transistors are usually 

simpler as a result of they need lower “ON” resistances[3], 

and later on will be created smaller for constant current 

drive. Most of the man of science is performing on the 

traditional level shifter sort –I [1]. 
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Fig. 2: Conventional level shifter-II 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Level shifter circuit has been simulated for various values of 

channel dimension and stuck channel length of L=180nm 

and L=360 nm. The look parameters chosen for the circuit 

simulation square measure as given’s =0.01pF, operative 

frequency fo = 100MHZ, Vdda (Low) =1.65V, Vdd (high) 

=3.6V and temperature=27ºC. The input given to the circuit 

may be a sq. wave shape of 1.8 volts. 

A. Transient and Dc Response for the circuit 

Dc response may be a response once we apply a progressing 

offer in transient analysis constant offer is varying by 

applying a sq. wave of 1.8v in gpdk180nm technology. 

 
Fig. 3: Transient and Dc response 

B. Threshold Variation with Channel Width Variation 

Table 1 shows the influence of varying channel width on 

threshold voltage. 

Sr. 

No. 

Channel 

Width in 

µm 

Aspect 

Ratio(W/L) 

Vth(mv) 

for 

180nm 

Vth(mv) 

for 

360nm 

1 1.5 8.33 515.03 645.42 

2 2 11.11 481.67 612.05 

3 5 27.77 422.18 552.56 

4 10 55.55 402.50 532.89 

5 15 83.33 395.96 526.35 

5 20 111.11 392.30 523.08 

6 30 166.66 389.43 519.82 

7 40 222.22 387.80 518.18 

8 50 277.77 386.82 517.21 

Table.1: Variation of Threshold Voltage with respect to 

channel width of Sleep transistor 

V. CONCLUSION 

Low power strategies like Multi-Vdd are becoming terribly 

widespread giving growth to different style problems to be 

considered like Multi-Vth circuits. The enslavement of Vth 

on Channel dimension is exploited to style low power, high 

performance circuits. Multi-Vdd have become extremely 

popular giving rise to different style problems, From higher 

than results we tend to conclude and propose that, the 

variation in threshold voltage by ever-changing channel 

dimension is used for Multi-Vdd Circuit styles for Level 

shifter circuit. 
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